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Thunderblast by Shiro Games [email protected]Global oil addiction is a horrific, life threatening and ever growing problem. Demand is increasing exponentially as the world population grows, while supplies are
getting tighter. The Financial Times points out that: "The world's spare capacity - the oil companies' inventories minus the amount of oil that is consumed - is roughly three million barrels a day. This is roughly

equivalent to the amount that flows through the world's oceans daily, and more than twice the amount which currently goes into tankers for transport to China or Japan." Meanwhile the 'bottomless pit' is creating
fresh 'paradoxes' for 'complex' governments, according to the Guardian. The mysterious narratives in the new financial history book The Big Reset - describes a new system of macroeconomic management being
designed around fighting addiction to oil. The newspaper says that: "The UK government, in a first for a developed economy, signed off on plans to cut the country's reliance on oil. "The Department of Energy and

Climate Change, which runs Britain's energy infrastructure, and the Treasury are working on ways to reduce Britain's oil use. "UK energy secretary Ed Davey said Britain had no choice but to go down the
'destructive path' of recycling, using biomass and household waste." The Big Reset book is a fascinating read. It explains how the system is in trouble, and why it needs a complete overhaul to help with the coming
oil shortage. For example, food production is not keeping up with consumption, which leads to food spoilage. Animals have been bred to yield more nutrients, increasing dependency on meat protein. The book says
that: "The world's most powerful countries, led by the USA, have been importing more from the developing world. From 2005 onwards the world's rich countries received more of their oil from imports than they did

from domestic production and for the first time in the 20th century the US accounted for more than half of world oil imports." As the world overfills landfills with rotting food, paper and other useless items, the
world is 6d1f23a050
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